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Village discounts by FishRaider in btd6. Village discounts self. Impersonating an imposter?!
Tap the alligment arrow 3 times after aligning to do both alligment tasks at once. That seems a
bit risky, I'm attempting to fix it right now by putting books on the cover of the device. It seems
to be working. You can make it more responsive by putting a small piece of scotch tape on the
tip. However, you might write without touching the paper. How big is the Onyx Boox
eBookstore? Just need a rough estimate for my assignment!! Cover problem onyx boox max 3
v. Video on onyx boox max 3 by [deleted] in ereader. I received the onyx boox max 3 today. The
duties and taxes to Canada were 87 dollars. Here is the eReader playing a video. The eReader
was not as white as I hoped, but Google play apps work well geogebra. I will answer any
questions. My wife didn't order anything from Amazon yesterday by sgrl in Jokes. Is this a
reference to an old lady that ordered pizza everyday and one day she didn't and the delivery
man saved her life. A girl walks into the confession stand in a church I'll do 1 pushup for every
comment this gets and upload it to YouTube. Colinearity of 3 points from 2. But this is where I
have the question. This only proves if you construct OA, then it will pass through A'. But in my
mind it does not prove that AA' passes through O. Since converses are necessarily true. This is
where I am confused, since apparently it is a valid proof. I have used the introduction to Algebra
book and some other introduction books. They build your intuition of math well. I have not
personally done the whole book , but I can gaurentee it's good. I have gone through a few of the
later chapters, but they were a bit too easy for me so I switched to intro to alg You can find it
online too. So this would work even if the two points aren't fixed? I think that explanation makes
sense, thank you. Want to learn Euclidean Geometry from beginner to Olympiad level. Please
suggest sources. Start from introduction to geometry by art of problem solving. Then try
geometry revisited. After that, do Euclidean geometry in mathematical olympiads by Evan Chen.
Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights
reserved. Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. FishRaider 11, post karma 11, comment
karma send a private message get them help and support. Three-Year Club. RPAN Viewer. Get
an ad-free experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. Welcome to Reddit, the
front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. I paid
80 dollars of import tarriffs. That explains why there are so many hackers. Also, it's you're. As
for the magnets to shut off, I don't know any solution, Ill just have to deal with it. I bought the
max 3 and it's also arriving soon from DHL. I don't get the end part. December 28 - February 22
February 23 - February 22 January 23 - February 22 February 16 - February 22 All Activity Home
Leaderboard Leaderboard. Leaderboard Past Leaders Top Members. Port Stephens- Next Gen
stepping up! A bit of an early get up for him but he shook off the sleep eyes and off we went.
Picked up some bait pretty easy at cabbage tree and left for our first mark. Got the drift sorted
and first cast the young fella was onto a screamer. Netted that one and continued our drift. I
managed a nice pannie then it was time to move. Got to our next mark and it was all happening.
Left the live bait rod, got mine in, netted the boys, picked up the. Port Stephens- Back at it!!!
With all the tourists headed home, a mate and me Rodeoheaded up to Broughton early. Filled up
with livies really easy this time. Got to our mark and started the drift. The drift was slow due to a
lack of wind but we kept at it. Lots of casts but the whole time drifting a livey behind us. As we
headed into whiskers territory, the livey gets nervous and away she goes. I drop the bail arm,
count to 5 and lock it up! This thing took a bit of string but once it stopped you could feel the
tail beat of a. Cant chase Kingies so Jewies and Flatties in the Hawkesbury instead. So we
decided to hit Hawkesbury chasing Jewies and flathead. We left home base at 4 am and headed
for the ramp, what a difference mid-week makes and only one other boat launching and few
trailers in the car park. The water was dirty and lots of flotsam in the water as we headed up
stream for. First Flathead on Soft Plastic. Hi Everybody - my first post so hopefully of some
interest. I was a keen rock fisherman in Sydney back in the late 70's and early 80's but moved
overseas and decades went by doing things other than fishing. Now too old to climb down cliffs
chasing tailor and drummer, so spent some time on Fishraider and You Tube to see how to
catch a few fish in Sydney Harbour. Luckily there are plenty of very generous folks who put up
videos and answers questions from people like me. After three of four zero fish outings I got my
first flathead on Sunday - a quick trip with my son who supervised my g. Returning the favour
â€” the iconic Murray Cod. Several years ago big Neil from the Riverina area of NSW reached
out to me for help with several saltwater species. Over time we got him his first king not legal ,
squid, luderick on fly. Each goal took some effort but I enjoyed every trip with him. He also
kindly offered to return the favour as the iconic Murray Cod could be caught in the
Murrumbidgee river near where he lived. Fast forward to and the time was right to take him up
on his generous offer. Floris and his f. One step closer to the target - but broke a PB. Gday
Raiders I hope all is well, i imagine many Raiders are glad that xmas shutdown and school
holidays are over. Less crazy at the boat ramps though i must say if Foreshore Rd was any

indication on the weekend, it doesnt seem to be that much better! Due to a mixture of family
commitments, bad timing of poor weather and work i have not managed a to go fishing since
my last trip with zmk at Browns on the 10th Jan. Not being able to get out absolutely
categorically sucked because by all accounts the Marlin fishing off the east coast the last month
has been on FIRE. Every afternoo. Summer fun on micro poppers. Then wind picked up and fun
has started! Some - missed, some lost, some landed. Only one legal though - 36cm whiting. All
was caught on 2 micro poppers - the rest was ignored. I've taught my son how to fish ,tie hooks
bait lines etc etc Took him out yesterday to the FAD he showed his appreciation by catching the
fish that should have been mine. I am sure he will add his comments and thank me for teaching
him how to fish. Congrats to Scratchie - Deckee brand Ambassador. We hit the water at first
light, got a tank full of lollipop sized Yakkas and a thumper bream 42cm and saw several rat
kings in the berley trail, but were shy of anything with a hook in it, so we moved to our first spot
off the heads in deep water and landed two giant Cuttlefish while live baiting for Kingies. We
landed 5 Kingies in 10 minutes, one going 67, the rest all between We hit ou. Whiting on worms
Gunnamatta. Weather was rough and raining when I woke up and almost called it off, headed
out to Gunnamatta bay. Still windy and tide was rising. Got myself some worms suitable hooks
and swivels from Mac's Bait Bar. The wind-chill factor was creeping. Caught at. After having bad
weather or other commitments get in the way of fishing I decided i needed to take a day for
myself or it wouldn't happen. Looked at the forecast and decided Thursday was the day to fish
so took the day off work, dad hookerbruce found out i was going and came along for the ride.
Arrived to find 8 boats or so and not much current, started the first drift a bit away from the FAD
using the largest livie. Bait was ta. Ian and Dave have been asking to catch a kingie for several
months and Friday was the day. As always, whenever getting livies, I put one down just in case
there is a hoodlum cruising around in the berley. A few Luderick off the rocks. Went out fishing
off the rocks in the RNP yesterday. It was a glorious morning and the seas were almost flat.
Took a nice pic on the way out to the coast. It has been almost 6 months or more since we have
had a chance to get out, so despite only having a couple of hours, we managed an early start. I
was using an old rod and a Tempo reel and it was a bit soft to put much pressure on the fish,
but managed to land a few. The biggest fish I have hooked in a long time, took around 5 minutes
to coax up onto the ledge. Every time it would come close, it would power off back to the deep. I
was using 6. As planned got out for my cod mission, a good mate managed to join me so we
made the 5 hour trip our favourite cod river. We didn't waste anytime hitting the water, saying
conditions were hot would be an understatement. The river itself was a bit low but pretty good
in some sections and absolutely choked by weed in others The water itself was nice and clean,
casting a weedless plastic it didn't take a lot of casts to spot a shadow behind my lure that
launched at it first fish of the trip love watching them swim off and this one was good enough to
give. Sunrise Shot. I'm pretty happy to see one of my sunrise shots made it onto Alvey's
facebook page. Weekend report - Sydney Harbour. Hi Fishraiders, Been a member on here for a
while and occasionally jump on, but found I have been looking a bit more regularly now so
thought I should put a report in. I have an 15ft half cabin with 50hp on the back and try to get
out on the harbour when I can. Boat name is 'Amber' so feel free to say hello. Had a slot booked
with the wife to go out on the weekend but hadn't picked a day - something came up on Sunday
so decided to go Saturday. Took the eldest two sons with me 18 and 12 and we launched from
woolwich about am. Few issues with the boat when we t. Left shoal bay ramp with my younger
brother at 4am and nailed it out to the island. The first shallow reef we fished showed some
good signs as I dropped a nice snapper and my brother boated 2 Trag!. Fished for a few more
hours for nothing but we kept casting and eventually I sunk my hook into a lovely sized
snapper. Outside Broken Bay in the southerly - Flatties. Hey Raiders, Headed out from Broken
Bay on Sunday afternoon with the forecast indicating that the southerly was going to be
blowing hard. Whilst not ideal it was the only window I had so reel'em, my youngest launched at
Bayview around pm. The forecast was accurate and it was pretty ugly. It was relatively slow
going but we made it out to around the 48m and dropped various baits. The fishing wasn't easy
as we had a northerly current, southerly wind and SE swell. We found turning the spot lock on
the Minn Kota on and off was the best way to manage the drift, noting you still need to wat. A
Previous Rock Fishing Tragedy. There is a well known Snapper spot at Curracurrang Bay in the
Royal National Park that we used to fish when the conditions were right. By "right" it meant
going during or immediately after a big southerly that had been blowing for at least three days.
The bigger and rougher the swell, the better. Heavy rain also added to the best fishing
conditions, albeit not at all comfortable to fish in. However, in these bad conditions for the
fisher, catching a couple of Snapper was the reward and worth the long travel from the city
There are other spots that produce fish in huge seas, but this one w. Trying to include photos
This is NOT a genuine post! I am trying to get back to where I used to be ages ago Here goes

This first picture is a Luderick caught in Sydney on a weed fly. It looks like the pictures have
uploaded properly, hopefully the post will appear as it is meant to.. Thumping big salmon. Off
the beach, the South Coast is firing at the moment with big salmon. The one pictured must be
close to 5kg. Rising tide in a good gutter, caught 5 on pilchards in no time. Terrific fun, great
fighting fish, leaping from the water. Took two home and released the others. Cheers and tight
lines! Wobby Shore Flathead. Evening Raiders, I hit the hawkesbury today keen for a fish or
two. Despite the wind against the tide today i found a little cove just up river from Wobby Shore
where i could throw a few plastics targeting Bream. After getting my plastic down below the tiny
chopper tailor i snagged a couple of Flathead. Also caught a small Jewfish. This time i kept it in
the water when taking the hook out to ensure a safe return. Wagonga Inlet - Australia Day. After
a busy festive season with far too little fishing I was itching to get out on the water for a go, and
in particular to test out my new sounder. I am still setting up the boat and learning its
capabilities so this trip was as much about that as it was about fishing. When a last minute
opportunity came up to hit Wagonga on Australia day I leapt at the opportunity. I started by
dropping into Tuross on the way down there. This was on the 25th and it was blowing a gale.
Coila was an absolu. Swordie and Shroom go fishing 2. Henry- firstly I'm glad you and your
companions ended up OK from your incident. There are a couple of things to add. NEVER wear
that sort of clothing on the rocks- shorts only, regardless of the time of year. ALL long pants
will be grabbed by any water that comes over any platform and contribute to the water flow in
knocking you over. Then if you go in, have you ever tried swimming with long trousers on?
Bonito bust ups in the harbour. Port Hacking Whiting PB. Hit the sandflats on the hacking,
Saturday mid morning 1 hour after the low on the run up. A slight bit of wind, but nothing to
worry the cast fishing completely unweighted. Water was clear as, first few casts was with
peeled and un peel prawns with no even a touch. Converted to the worms and the bites were
instant. Took a few small pinkys and bream to piss me of and move a little further away down
the sand bank. I could see the whiting stalking the drop off and the first meter or two of the flats,
I threw one into the deeper water and brought it back to around the clearer water,. Headed out
last night just before sundown and grabbed some livies from around the anchorage at Corlette
and made our way to the wreck. After a couple of hours we rigged up the live squid and sent em
down. But glad we are on the right track. Had a few more runs but no takers. Easy fix for next
time. Bare feet or covered for fishing. I fish naked on my boat as I never catch anything to cause
injuries by hooks. I do notice people stay well clear of me though for some reason. Caught this
beautiful fish off Sydney on Thursday. My first ever Dolly. Hawkesbury fires for flatties. Today
the soapy Jews were again in plague proportions 20 in total, making over 50 in the past 10 days
in 3 trips, but all under 70 and most under The Flatties were on fire though and we had a great
day, only keeping 6. We had fresh live herrings and fresh cut flesh baits as well as fresh frozen
Hawkesbury prawns. All fish were caught on prawns. They were biting very lightly and were
hooked by slowly retrieving the bait. Helping out a fellow fisho. Dear Yowie, we are concerned
about your leaky boat, and your aversion to modern fishing techniques ie. So we thought this
modest gift may help you bridge the gaps I have done my research on the best soft plastic to
use which I set up for you that I'll mail out today. Let Zoran and the rest of us know how you go.
Soft plastics question. Vibes will always pull the bigger fish out of the school. Henry-i kind of
get where you are coming from but i think you are asking an App or computer program to
replace something that can only be learned by experience and opening your eyes and ears-a
bunch of pretty experienced fishos have given you the benefit of their observations of what
happened. I understand that you are still rattled by what happened to you I still get chills from a
near miss i had a Whale Beach 35 years ago but chalk it up to experience. You now know what
to look for at that spot-wet rocks, high swell, no escape route-no app or online map can
possibly replace your eyes on a. Swordie and shroom go fishing. He is also on facebook,
instagram, twitter, TikTok Go and subscribe, follow, view etc on social media channels for his
other videos Pete was a moderator for several years on fishraider and he is doing a great job
educating and informing about aspects of catching fish on his channels. A huge congrats to
Scratchie on becoming a fishraider Deckee brand Ambassador. This was posted on Instagram
late this afternoon. From then on h. Cracker day on the harbour - more Kingies and Flatties and
the Tailor have arrived. The predictions were accurate, but this meant there were very few boat
on the harbour and no pressure at the ramp launching and retrieving. Lake Macquarie Trip Part
2. It always amazes me how weather can change in 24 hours. Yesterday a blowing southerly
gale. Today so much better to fish with moderate easing SE winds. With the wife back in Sydney
for the day for a course she is enrolled in - I had another day to myself to go for a fish on our
Lake Macquarie holiday. Today I headed to the Belmont Barges. I sounded up lots of bait fish
and proceeded to flick the Samaki Soft plastic vibes I have been trying. One hour of effort
yielded just one 38cm flathead - what looked so promising ended up not delivering much at all.

Then again - Better than no fl. Fingal Bay. None the less I took the boy out for a fish this
morning at Fingal bay. Plan was to catch some beach worms and then target the Whiting. No
sign of any worms but luckily my son found a couple of pipis which was just enough to give him
a few baits. First bait, he gets a solid Whiting and that was about all we got except an
opportunistic sand crab. I want to mention, there was a nice guy at the beach who gave us a
couple of worms. Bird watching. My backyard is a bird paradise , many different species are
regular visitors and it's really comforting to sit under the gazebo and watch listen to all the
different species of bird that visit us. Among the more common ones is Sulphur crested
cockatoos dozens of them Gullahs, Corellas , short and long beak , Rozella's , Lorikeet's, Top
notch pigeon's , Noisy Minors. We have on the odd occasion been visited by red tail and yellow
tail black cockatoo's. We don't get Starlings here as we get the minors , and we don't get
Sparrows for some reason. The strangest bird that visits is. Marlin inside the port hacking!! Fish
turn up in some funny places, I think he was a bit optimistic with a landing net though Thanks
Zoran. Also due to the fact of the areas I fish are renown for big kings, cobia etc. Woodsy and I
even landed a mako in front of Rickmarlin one day! Last year I managed 3 snapper on livies and
the year before the count was about Some hu. After that I only got one more flathead - undersize
so back it went! I decided to have a play with my new Garmin sounder so spent probably an
hour or so chugging around peering at the screen and I ended up over the deep hole at the
mouth of mullet creek when out of the corner of my eye i spotter something swimming towards
the shore next to the northern end of the rail bridge - a snake! Drownings at Port Kembla. Hey
Raiders, Sad news today that 3 men have drowned after being washed off rocks whilst fishing at
Port Kembla. I was just watching the police give a press conference and the information they
shared ticked me off a bit. They blamed a "rogue" wave and gave zero helpful information to
help others avoid this happening. We are seeing big swells with long swell periods in the area,
great for surfers but perilous conditions to be on the rocks. I love fishing the rocks, done safely
it's hard to beat. What I do before going is; Check the swell forecast, size, direction an. Another
early start. While having a coffee before heading out my son, 19yr old, came out of his room, he
had not been to bed as he was too busy playing games online and asked if he could come for a
fish with me. Readied the boat, launched and were pulling away from the Roseville boat ramp at
4. Heade
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d to the front of Balmor. We were honoured by being asked to assist with the scattering of the
ashes of our former Coxswain, Watch Officer and Boat Manager, Barney Pinney. Our very good
friend passed away before Christmas. His wish was delivered Sunday afternoon during a small
private family ceremony. A very touching part of the sa. And it was such a good start. Headed
out early yesterday, Tuesday, with a couple of mates to chase some more Kings. We were on
the water and puling away from the Roseville ramp just before 5. Into the burley bucket went
some of my home made burley and a few handfuls of breadcrumbs were scattered across the
water. In no time at all 2 of us were pulling Yakkas onto the boat and into the live bait tank. In
under an hour we had over 30 Yakkas in the tank. Recent adventures. So I havent been posting
since late October and since then I have been getting the itch to get amonst some creek bass
from a local skinny creek up here on the Central Coast. Sign In Sign Up.

